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The privacy of personal data has always been a fundamental right of the citizens from 
the European Union. However, technological developments and international business 
practices make protecting this data increasingly challenging.

Since the 1980s, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
has published a series of guides for the protection of personal data as this information has 
been widespread within the European territory. The last data protection reference dates 
back to 1995, when members of the European Union published the Data Privacy Directive 
95/46/EC. It is worth mentioning that this directive was only a guide for good practices, but 
still had no force of law. Each member country of the European Union was responsible for 
defining its own data protection legislation.

To ensure proper management and assign responsibility over European citizen data, the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was approved in April 2016. Due to start on May 
25, 2018, GDPR can be considered one of the most important data protection movements 
in recent years. Thus, any organization that processes, controls, hosts or shares any type 
of personal or sensitive data of European citizens, even outside the European Union, is 
affected by this regulation.

The main goal of GDPR is the protection of personal data as a fundamental right and respect 
for the privacy of any European citizen, as well as to standardize laws regarding data sharing 
and exchange. The new European legislation also clarifies and simplifies data protection 
aspects, and includes high penalties for non-compliance.

1. Introduction
1.1 Context
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1.2. Purpose

A number of challenges to the Information Security and Audit areas will be introduced with the 
implementation of GDPR: companies will need to develop and implement data leak detection 
plans, assess the effectiveness of security practices, and document evidence of compliance with 
the regulation. Therefore, organizations dealing with European citizens’ data will be required to 
use best practices for data security, otherwise they might compromise business continuity.

Privileged Access Management (PAM), the technology and processes that control administrative 
access to critical systems, are key factors for any company to achieve its cybersecurity goals and 
to comply with the new regulation. 

As a PAM solution, senhasegura has a series of features to protect an organization and high-
privilege credentials, tracking critical actions in the environment, streamlining internal and 
external audit processes, and making the organization not only in compliance with GDPR, but 
also with a number of regulatory requirements.

This document, therefore, intends to introduce the concepts contained in the European Union’s 
General Data Protection Regulation, and how systems managed by privileged users will be 
affected by the new regulation. In addition, key challenges to IT and Information Security teams 
will be presented, as well as how senhasegura, as a Privileged Access Management solution, can 
help any organization comply with the requirements introduced by GDPR.
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2. The General Data Protection Regulation

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), also known as Regulation 2016/679, 
was created to strengthen and unify the personal data protection laws of all citizens of 
the European Union. Any organization dealing with personal data of such individuals must 
comply with GDPR even if it is located or the data is stored outside the European Union. 
When it comes into force on May 25, 2018, the new legislation will replace the current Data 
Protection Directive from 1995, also known as Directive 95/46/EC. 

The essential attribute for GDPR is the protection of personal data as a fundamental 
right and the guarantee of such privacy. Besides, GDPR also deals with sensitive data of 
European citizens. Under the new legislation, sensitive data is related to sexual orientation, 
religious beliefs and race, political opinions, and health data. Lastly, Regulation 2016/679 
also provides for the context and guidance for the collection and processing of personal 
and sensitive data of European citizens, as well as highlights the role of controllers and 
processors of such data.
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2.1. What’s New with GDPR
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Figure 1 - Examples of personal data, according to GDPR

One of GDPR’s primary goals is to expand the scope of privacy regulations while simplifying 
some aspects of their implementation. In addition, through the regulation, it will be possible 
to standardize the various privacy regulations from the 27 member countries of the European 
Union. The main changes and concepts introduced by GDPR include:

• New obligations for companies outside the European Union – GDPR applies to 
any organization dealing with personal data of European citizens, even if the company is 
located or the data is stored or processed outside the European Union;
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• Data controllers and processors – Data controllers define the purposes and means 
for processing personal data. These controllers may use a third party - the data processor - 
to process data on their behalf;

• Data Protection Officer – data privacy must be present during all stages of product 
and process development projects;

• Data Protection Officer – Some companies, including those that conduct large-
scale monitoring of individuals, will be required to have a data protection officer. This 
individual must be independent and assist the organization in monitoring the compliance 
level, have advanced knowledge on data protection obligations, and be a point of contact 
for the organization towards the competent authorities;

• Consent – European citizens must provide valid and explicit consent before their 
data can be collected. This consent must be recorded by the company’s data controller;

• Right to be forgotten –everyone has the right to be forgotten, meaning that 
organizations must provide a mechanism to remove all references of a European citizen 
from any database whenever requested;

• New Data Leak Rules – In the event of a data leak, companies subject to GDPR must 
notify those involved and the law enforcement authorities within 72 hours of the incident’s 
start;

• Data Portability –This right allows any individual who has personal data stored by a 
company in their environment to obtain and reuse this data through different services;

• Advanced Communication Requirements – Companies dealing with European 
citizens must be able to provide detailed information about their personal data, how this 
data will be used and under what conditions;
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Figure 2 – Main changes introduced by GDPR

• Data Protection Impact Assessment  – also called DPIA, is an assessment process to 
help an organization identify and minimize a project’s data protection risks;

• Harder penalties – Penalties for violations have been significantly increased with 
GDPR when compared to previous data privacy laws. Cases of non-compliance with 
GDPR can lead to fines of up to 20 million euros, or 4% of the company’s overall revenue - 
whichever is higher.
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GDPR will require a complete understanding and visibility of the data flow for personal 
information across an organization, besides extending them to data controllers and 
processors. Proper implementation of GDPR legal requirements requires planning and 
effort to achieve the expected results.

The implementation of GDPR in May 2018 will make this legislation the main data protection 
regulation in the European Union since the 1995 Directive. In these more than 20 years, 
the technological scenario has changed a lot: Information Technology has become part 
of everyday life for people and organizations. Thus, it can be stated that the connection 
between GDPR and Information Technology is much more explicit than in the other data 
privacy directives.

One of GDPR’s requirements is not only that organizations must comply with the law, but 
also that they prove their compliance - and that’s where Information Technology comes into 
play. IT offers capabilities to speed up or even enable GDPR compliance. Additionally, the 
adoption of processes and procedures related to Information Security by the organization 
plays an important role in order to prove its compliance with the GDPR aspects. Some 
things for IT and Information Security managers to consider:

• Assessment of current data privacy practices;
• Personal data inventory;
• Consent mechanisms;
• Data protection impact assessment;
• Reporting of personal data leaks.

3. GDPR Impacts on IT and 
Information Security
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In addition to these aspects, IT plays a key role in achieving the following GDPR goals:

• Targeting data protection principles for IT through appropriate technical and 
organizational measures - the fundamental principle of GDPR is data privacy and is a 
legacy of previous directives published in Europe. Thus, it is expected that this principle 
will be achieved through the set of technological resources and measures adopted by 
the organization;

• Ensuring that the IT environment is able to protect individual rights - if people shall 
have control over their data, there must be rights over that data and transparency about 
what happens to that information. Nevertheless, this control will only be effective if the 
company’s technology set has full responsibility for these individual rights, ranging from 
the right to access to the right of such data to be forgotten;

• Taking an appropriate approach to technology design and deployment - One of  
the innovations of GDPR is the inclusion of requirements that provide for practical 
assistance on how data protection flows towards Information Technology. These 
requirements include accountability through activity log analysis, application of the 
principle of privacy by default, and data leak notifications within 72 hours of their 
occurrence.

After understanding the impact of GDPR on IT and Information Security, it is necessary 
to understand the relevance of the new regulation for a Privileged Access Management 
solution, as well as what features of a PAM solution can help data processors and 
controllers to be in compliance with GDPR requirements.
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Personal data is present in almost any IT environment. Therefore, for an organization 
to be GDPR-compliant, strict data access control and traceability of these accesses is a 
prerequisite.

Cyber attacks are started - both inside and outside the organization - to exploit privileged 
access and obtain sensitive information. Most of these attacks involve personal data stored 
in IT applications and devices, and privileged credentials are usually the preferred targets of 
malicious agents to gain improper access to such data. Administrative passwords, standard 
system accounts, as well as scripted credentials and applications are the main attack vectors 
used to gain access to the IT environment. Through a phishing attack, a hacker can penetrate 
a machine, thus spreading through the network by using privileged credentials, infecting 
devices and gaining improper access to sensitive information.

For organizations that work with suppliers, third parties, and business partners, privileged 
access to technology resources in their environment is typically provided. However, even 
if robust security controls are in place, one cannot ensure how these third parties handle 
sensitive data. A malicious agent could easily exploit vulnerabilities in the supply chain or 
attack a third party to gain access to the organization’s environment. Thus, privileged access 
from third parties must be properly controlled, managed and monitored.

4. PAM Solutions for GDPR Compliance
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GDPR requires a company to ensure and prove compliance with its personal data protection 
policies. Protecting this data requires complete control over privileged access, which requires 
a lot of precautions from the Information Technology team, along with the Information 
Security team. These precautions include:

• Adding all privileged credentials in a centralized and secure repository;
• Reinforcing strong and unique passwords in addition to their periodic change;
• Restricting access to credentials based on roles and responsibilities, ensuring the 
principle of least privilege;
• Strengthening additional controls for access to critical device passwords through 
access workflows, ensuring that IT managers have full knowledge of privileged 
accesses;
• Auditing access to all privileged credentials;
• Eliminating credentials embedded in scripts and applications completely;
• Ensuring access to systems without revealing the password to the user, whenever 
possible;
• Strengthening strict access controls for third parties and monitoring their activities;
• Establishing controls to monitor privileged access sessions to critical IT assets;
• Recording privileged sessions for tracking, auditing, and proof of compliance for data 
protection authorities.

It is worth stating that manually controlling, monitoring and managing privileged access can 
be time and resource consuming, making this task virtually impossible. Thus, automating 
the complete privileged access cycle ensures the appropriate level of security controls 
quickly and efficiently.
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Correctly deploying senhasegura as a PAM solution enables one to achieve full control over 
privileged access and prevent security events from occurring. Even if a security event occurs, 
it will be possible to understand how the event has occurred, correct its effects and highlight 
the necessary corrections to finally ensure compliance with the requirements introduced by 
GDPR.

Figure 3 – Privileged Access Cycle
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5. The senhasegura Solution

senhasegura is a software and hardware solution that stores, manages, and monitors all 
credentials, such as passwords, SSH keys, and digital certificates in a secure, tamper-resistant 
location. By using encryption mechanisms, senhasegura offers users the ability to access a 
series of credentials registered in the solution. In addition, through senhasegura, one can 
safely access all network resources through a series of protocols, storing all usage records 
for audit and compliance analysis purposes. Its intelligence allows the real-time analysis of 
the actions taken by users and the generation of alerts to identify frauds or inappropriate 
actions.
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Figure 4 – Management of privileged access flow with senhasegura
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senhasegura enables the security team to implement the changes established by GDPR. 
Through the solution, administrators can define and strengthen access and privacy policies 
for privileged users across the environment, and thus comply with the new regulation.

senhasegura’s architecture, without the need for agent installation, enables a fast deployment 
by IT staff and a user-friendly environment. senhasegura becomes the infrastructure access 
proxy, allowing administrators to know exactly which systems are accessed and the user’s 
privilege level. Additionally, all sessions performed can be recorded for audit and incident 
analysis purposes.

Other senhasegura features that enable GDPR compliance include:

Credential Management - Allows secure password storage and centralized access 
management. From the definition of Access Groups for separation of duties, one can 
configure pre-approved or emergency access, or access from workflows with single or 
multiple approval, without the user having access to the credential password;

Session Recording - Allows tracking of any action taken during a privileged session to 
meet any audit or data privacy authority’s demand. In addition, the livestream feature 
allows real-time monitoring of ongoing sessions and the possibility of remotely 
ending a session;

Application Identity - senhasegura uses its own template for changing the password 
of application credentials, and stores the new encrypted password in its database. The 
credential can be viewed directly by the solution’s connection API or inserted directly 
into the application server connection pool.
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Privacy of personal data has been a constant concern in the European Union, and effective 
data protection has never been more important. However, a number of aspects related to 
personal data have changed since 1995, when the most recent European data directive was 
published.

Thus, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) emerges to establish new rules and 
responsibilities for data collection, storage, and processing. Beginning May 25, 2018, the 
requirements of the new legislation will affect organizations conducting operations with 
personal data of European citizens. In the event of non-compliance, the organization will be 
subject to sanctions that could significantly impact its business continuity.

In this scenario, the Information Technology area, along with the Information Security team, 
plays a key role in using security best practices to protect personal data, detect their leaks, 
properly respond to security incidents, and prove compliance with GDPR.

For that matter, a PAM solution consists of a series of tools and practices to control the 
misuse of privileged access. Therefore, by using this type of solution, one can grant, manage, 
monitor, revoke and audit access to critical systems through privileged credentials.

6. Conclusion
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senhasegura offers a complete solution to meet GDPR’s requirements. Through an agentless 
architecture, the solution provides a centralized access point for critical systems. Its features 
allow strengthening the access control, limiting the user access only to what was previously 
authorized, respecting the principle of least privilege. Thus, senhasegura offers full visibility 
of who has access to these systems and what actions have been taken through privileged 
credentials. Lastly, control and visibility over privileged actions are key factors for the 
organization to be GDPR-compliant.

Click here!
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